
� Exercise 1 (Streaming algorithm for frequent items). Wewant to design a streaming algo-
rithm that nds all the items in a stream of n items with frequency strictly greater than n/k for
some xed k. Consider the following algorithm:

Algorithm 1Misra-Gries algorithm for frequent items

Initialize:A := empty dictionnary
for i = 1..n do

if xi ∈ keys(A) then
A[xi] := A[xi] + 1

else
if # keys(A) < k − 1 then

A[xi] := 1
else

for each a ∈ keys(A) do
A[a] := A[a]− 1
ifA[a] == 0 then

Remove a fromA
Output: On query a, if a ∈ keys(A), then report f̂a := A[a], else report f̂a := 0.

We denote by fa = #{i : xi = a} the frequency of a in the stream.

IQuestion 1.1) Show that for all a, fa −
n

k
6 f̂a 6 fa.

◃ Hint. Show that the decrement loop is performed at most n
k times while reading the stream.

IQuestion1.2) Conclude that one can find the itemswith frequency larger thann/kwith two
passes on the stream.

IQuestion 1.3) Let n̂ =
∑

a∈keys(A)

A[a]. Show that for all a, fa −
n− n̂

k
6 f̂a 6 fa.

� Exercise 2 (Streaming algorithm for counting triangles). Wewant to estimate the number
of triangles in a graph given as a stream of its edges. Let us consider the following algorithm (we
assume that the number of vertices and edges, n andm resp., are known).

Algorithm 2 Counting triangles

Pick an edge uv uniformly at random in the stream
Pick a vertexw ∈ [n]r {u, v} at uniformly at random
if edges uw and vw appear after edge uv in the stream then

outputm(n− 2)
else

output 0

IQuestion2.1) ShowthatE[output] = #T whereT denotes the set of triangles in thegraph:
T = {{u, v, w} ⊂ [n] : uv, vw,wu ∈ edges(G)}.
◃ Hint.What is the probability that the algorithm outputsm(n− 2)?

Assume that we know a lower bound t on #T .

I Question 2.2) Design an one-pass (ε, δ)-estimator for counting the number of triangles in
the graph given as a stream usingO( 1

ε2
log 1

δ ·
mn
t ) bits of memory.

◃ Hint. Compute the variance for the output of the previous algorithm.
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Note that it can be shown that there is no o(n2)-space algorithm that approximates multi-
plicatively the number of triangles in a graph unless some lower bound is known on the number
of triangles.
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